
Assignment Sheet for Week  7– February  19, 2024

Day 1
Math– 
___(5) Reducing Fractions Time Test– This can be frustrating at first. Don’t fret! Grade the test then make a goal for 5 
minutes. We will celebrate the improvements! 

___(85) Problem Set 85– Complete and grade

English

Grammar

___ (5) Chant Reference Chart 152 on page 466. Saying the verbs very quickly like we do in class. 

___(20) Complete Classroom Practice 46. Parents grade and students correct.

Writing

___ (15) Research Skills– Using the glossary in the back of your science book, find the definitions for adapt, ecosystem, 
and unique. Write your findings on a piece of notebook paper with the correct heading and title. Spelling is important 

Literature (From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler 

___(25) Read  the Prologue and narrate. 

Spelling

___(20) Complete the first two pages of List 17.

Handwriting

___(5) Complete page

Latin

___(5) Work on Latin  pages.

Science
___(5) Sing your habitat song, food chain song , and animal adaptation song

___(5) Look back at your polar bear handout. Name all the ways God has enabled him to adapt to his niche.

___(25) Yesterday we talked about hoe noses were different for each animal. In your journal glue in or draw the picture 
of the animal nose you chose yesterday. Reflect– How does this nose allow the animal to fit in his niche? If he had a 
different kind of nose how would this change his  chances of survival? How is this animal’s nose different than your 
own? Could you do all the things God made you to enjoy with a nose like that? Make detailed reflections. You have 
quite a bit of time. 

___(25) Fill out phenology wheel and Science Observation

History
___(5) Sing History Song and Geography Song

___(30) Complete Thomas Aquinas questions in cursive and complete sentences.

Geography

____(10) Spain activity.
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Answer in complete sentences written in cursive!





Assignment Sheet for Week  7– February  19, 2024

Day 2
Math
___(5) Reducing Fractions Time Test– Grade the test then make a goal for 5 minutes. Celebrate the 
improvements! 

___(85) Problem Set 87– Please put a heading and mark the number missed. Corrections should be labeled 
on another sheet. Please put all the pages together neatly in the folder.

English
Grammar

___ (5) Chant Reference Chart 152 on page 466. Saying the verbs very quickly like we do in class.  

___ (20) Complete Guided Practice on 469 and Word Study. Grade and reteach. 

Composition

___ (20) Research Skills– Table of Contents—Complete the Sheet in this packet.
Literature

___(20) Reread Chapter 1 and complete the quote activity.
Spelling
____(20) second two pages of List 17.
Handwriting
___(5) Use this time to work on your paper.

Science
___(5) Sing the Adaptation Song
___(35)In your journal, draw a picture of you. Label the unique ways that God made your body special and 
different from other animals.  Label at least five special differences. In a paragraph, tell me about each of 
these features and tell me why they are important.

___(20) Complete nature journal.

___(5) Complete Phenology Wheel

History
___(5) Sing History and Geography Songs

___(5) Explain about the life of Thomas Aquinas to a parent using the pictures in your folder.

___(35) Complete the Vernum Superbum  activity. Follow the directions on the page. 

 Geography
____(20) Day 2 Spain Project
____(15) Read two nights a week.
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Name____________________________________________________  Date 
___________________________________

Table of Contents Skills

Using your science book, find the answer to the following questions. Read carefully and make sure you are 
giving the exact information I am asking you to obtain.

.What chapter would I find information on saltwater?
___________________________________________________________________

2. What page would I find information on the water cycle?
___________________________________________________________________

3. Would I be able to find information about the ecosystem on page 94? (Use only 
the Table of Contents)
___________________________________________________________________

4. If I wanted to find information about the digestive system, would I need to read 
the whole science book? _____________________________________________

5. Please explain to me how I could use the science book to find out more about 
the digestive system.
___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________







Answer in complete sentences written in cursive!



Assignment Sheet for Week  7– February  19, 2024

Day 3

Math
___(5) Reducing Fractions Time Test– Grade the test then make a goal for 5 minutes. Celebrate the 
improvements! 

___(85) – Problem Set 88– Please put a heading and mark the number missed. Corrections should be labeled 
on another sheet. Please put all the pages together neatly in the folder.

English
Grammar
___ (5) Chant the Reference Chart on 152 on page 466. Saying the verbs quickly like we do in class.
___ (20) Complete the practice sentences from page 471. I am including them in the packet.
Composition
___ (20) Research Skills– Index—Complete the Sheet in this packet.
Literature
___(20) Read Chapter2 and discuss with parents and sign.
Spelling
____(20) Test List 17.
Handwriting
___(5) Use this time to work on your paper.

Science
___(5) Sing the Habitat Song
___(10) Review your polar bear handout and your adaptation foldables. If I gave you a blank foldable, could 
you fill it in? 

___(20) Detective time– Choose your favorite animal. Draw it and color it in your journal. Think about the 
eyes, ears, nose, legs, tails. What are the special adaptations this animal has to be a part of its niche. Label 
them, then write a paragraph with your deductions.

____(5)  Phenology Wheel

___(20) Complete nature journal.

History
___(5) Sing History and Geography Songs.

___(5) Explain St Aquinas to your parents

___(35) Art Analysis- Complete the art analysis activity in the packet.

 Geography
____(20) Day 3 Spain projects.
____(15) Read two nights a week.
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Name____________________________________________________  Date 
___________________________________

Index  Skills

Using your science book, find the answer to the following questions. Read carefully and make sure you are 
giving the exact information I am asking you to obtain.

.Where did you find the Index?
___________________________________________________________________

2. How is the Index arranged?
___________________________________________________________________

3. How is this different than the Table of Contents?
___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

4. Ion what page would I find information about Earl Baaken? 
__________________________________________________________________

5. Do I need to read the whole book to find out about Earl Baaken? 
__________________________________________________________________

6. How will using the Index help you to do your research?
___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________





Art Analysis
    The pictures of the middle ages and 
    renaissance were filled with  symbolism. 

   Artwork is another form of 
    communication. During a time when most 

   people could not read these pictures 
    became important teaching tools. What 

   was this artist trying to teach. Carefully 
   examine this pictures like we have done in

     class. Look for all the symbols you can 
   find. Write down the symbols and what 
   they mean.



Answer
Key

For Parent Use Only
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